
Music in Sanskrit Literature 
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Sanskrit is not only the mother of languages and the repository 
of ancient thought and wisdom but also the mother of arts. Along with every 
branch of intellectual achievement in ancient India, the field of fine arts was 
also comprehended in the activity of the ancient Sanskritists. Music forms 
a precious part of the Indian heritage . Its sources and materials, which have 
relevance to its ancient history and long and continued development right 
upto modern times, are to be found to some extent in sculpture and in the 
folk traditions which are still in vogue but they primarily lie in the Sanskrit 
treatises devoted to dance, drama and music and the arts as practised in both 
the Northern and Southern schools . In fact, glimpses of even the folk 
tradition (in these arts) can be gleaned from the Sanskrit texts, which did not 
ignore them: after absorbing all that nebulous material, the texts refined and 
defined it, placing it in the body of the main tradition of art . It is well-known 
that old musical texts have two terms of multiple significance-Marge and 
Deshi, which, on the one hand, refer to the classical and popular, the sophi
sticated and the simple and natural, the more systematised and the less 
systematised, the chaste and the mixed; and on the other hand, hold within 
themselves data of historical and anthropological nature pertaining to the 
evolution of music . How these traditions have been synthesised into the 
grand pattern of harmony and beauty, I have discussed in my articles 
Variety and Integration in the Pattern of Indian Culture 1 and The Popular 
and the Classical in Indian Music. 2 

As I explained earlier on, it is in Sanskrit literature that the art, the 
science and the history of Indian music are mainly embedded and a know
ledge of Sanskrit and a study of the texts in that language are essential for 
any serious student of Indian music. The body of Sanskrit literature, which 
has this kind of importance for music, is twofold . We have, on the one hand, 
the general literature which, since it reflects the various aspects of life, also 
sheds side-lights on the art, its components and practice. We have, on the 
other hand, the actual technical treatises which deal with this art, starting 
with Bharata's Natya Shastra. Here again we have composite treatises 
dealing with all the three branches of music, dance and drama, and separate 
treatises dealing exclusively with music. The literature is indeed large and 
in my papers on Sanskrit Sangita literature (Some Names in Early Sangita 

Literature3, Later Sangita Literature4, An Outline Literary History of Indian 
Music 5 }, 1 have surveyed the Sanskrit literature on music of the first as well 
as the second type. 1 have in these papers commented on as many as 250 

works and authors in this field . 

It will not be possible, however interesting it might be, to include 
here a review of this literature . Some salient points may be noted regarding 
its emergence and its coverage of the subject . These works were always 
sponsored by kings and composed by court musicians or scholars, who 
wrote them either in their own names or ascribed them to their patron-kings . 
This fact is important because it shows the cl o se connection of these texts with 
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the active patronage enjoyed by musrcrans and the practical basis of this 

activity was set forth in them. There is the unique example of the Sangita 
Shiromani which was the result of a seminar of music scholars brought from 
the east, south, west and north of India by the Sultan of Kadah6 . Secondly, 
music is a performing art and, in the historical flux and the diffusion of the 
art to widening areas, it came into constant contact with local traditions and 
practices or with other varying systems and theories . Hence the periodi
cal undertaking of technical treatises in the art was necessary and almost 
every writer started" his work with the statement that he would try to recon
cile theory (as handed down to him) and contemporary practice, Lakshana 
and Lakshya. 

The range of topics in these texts is quite comprehensive. They start 
with the very basic concept of Nada and then, proceeding from the subtle 
microtones (Shruti-s), deal with the seven notes (Svara-s), their groupings, 
the resulting melodic phrases and sequences, and the further development 
of primary and derivative melodic modes- Grama, Murchana, Jati and Raga. 
The Jati-s are the more ancient forms of melodic moulds in which the oldest 
song-materials that we know were sung . For instance, the Ramayana was re
cited by Kusha and Lava to the 7 Jati-s, and the whole body of songs known 
as Brahma-gita-s were also sung to the Jati-s . The concept of Raga was a 
natural emanation from the Jati-s . While the Jati-s were given a sacrosanct 
status and had a strictness of rendering comparable to that of Vedic recital, 
the Raga was not subject to this rigidity, although it had its own larger defi
nitive character . The two were contrasted as the Marga and Deshi and Gan
dharva and Gana. While Bharata and earlier writers dealt with the former, it was 
left to Matanga to codify all the accumulated materials of the Raga-s and Gana 
or Deshi music in the Brihaddeshi. In course of time Marga became obsolete 
and the Raga-s took over the elements of discipline associated with Marga 
music and became the core of Indian music. The Sanskrit texts also reveal 

the interesting line of the codification of the Raga-s which was taken by the 
theorists on the linguistic analogy of Sanskrit and Prakrits of primary, 
secondary and tertiary nature, the groups of Raga-s being given the names 
Rsga, Raganga, Bhashanga, Vibhasha, Antarabhasha. The Raga, of course, 
continues to be the most important and characteristic aspect of Indian music 
to this day, distinguishing it from other systems of music of the world. Next 
in importance is Tala, where again the texts disclose the changeover from old 
rhythmic patterns to a highly evolved system of 1 08 Tala-s of the medieval 

period, followed by the modern period and its few surviving Tala patterns. 

The Raga, the most distinguishing feature of our music, is seen in two 
aspects : in its pure form called Alapa and, as forming the basis, along with the 
Tala, of a composed song, the two forms being contrasted as Anibaddha and 
Nibaddha- unbound and bound. Therefore, the third important aspect of music 
is the compositions, the Prabandha-s or Gita-s. The natural practice among 
the folk and the literary evidence in dramas points to the use of Prakrit as the 
medium for songs; but there has been, from the most ancient times of the 

· Samaveda, an unbroken tradition of Sanskrit as a medium for musical com
position. In fact, the Saman, which is just the Rigveda hymns set to music 

(Gitishu Samakhya), is mentioned in all the treatises and remembered in the 

entire tradition of Indian music as the ultimate parent-source of the art . Music 
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is deemed a second Veda -the Gandharva Upaveda, attached to the ·main 
Samaveda. Apart from the tradition, a study of the technique of Saman
smging convinces one of the close relation that exists between Saman-sing
ing and several practices of later classical music. I have given a succint pre
sentation of the subject in a paper called Samaveda and Music. 7 Next to the 
Samaveda is the body of Sanskrit songs called Brahma-gita-s, already re
ferred to, which are all hymns and prayers to Shiva ascribed God Brahma 
himself, the texts of which are to be found in the Natya Shastra and in the 
Bharata Bhashya (of King Nanyadeva of Mithila). with the Svara-notations, 

and in the opening chapter of the Sangita Ratnakara of Sharngadeva of Dev
giri, who draws upon Nanyadeva. The music notation of this body of songs 
is unalterable and its singing is of special religious merit and on both these 
counts this corpus of songs is placed on a par with the Veda. The following 
is the first of the Gita-s in the first Jati called Shuddha ShadjiB and it may 
be noted that it is on the Deity Agni, the subject of the very first hymn of the 
Rigveda: 

a- +fq(.>5(.>51~if~~tfi 
...... ,...._ . 

;:rrR.t~~~~~ I 
~~~~ (en-'R-)~q;f 

,...._ ...._ ...... 
trun:nm <:filfl ~tf .. ~if~ 11 

Included in the corpus are different types of songs having names: 
Rik, Saman, Gatha, Panika, Aparanta, Ul/opya, Madraka, Ovenaka, Rovindaka, 
Kapa/a, Kamba/a and so on . All of these must have survived till the later clas
sical ages; some of them occur even in the derived Tamil material on music. 
The first two, Rik and Saman, are non-Vedic counterparts of the Vedic hymns 
of those names. In his well-known lines on the spiritual efficacy of music, 
singing and playing music instruments, Yajnavalkya mentions, in his Smriti, 
some of these. The third important song material of ancient India in Sanskrit 
is represented by the two epics, /tihasa-s, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, 
as also the Purana-s 9 . There was the institution of the Suta-s, minstrels, who 
were not only peripatetic singers but also attached to particular courts; they 
sang to the lute the ancient sagas which included the main epic, as also several 
Akhyana-s, many of which are preserved in the Mahabharata. 

The fourth Sanskrit musical composition is represented by a class 
of Kavya composed for the purpose of being sung by gifted singers and 
called Kavya or Raga Kavya and Akhyana-s which Abhinavagupta and 
Bhoja describe in their respective works, the Abhinavabharati (on the Natya 
Shastra) and the Shringara PrakashalO . These poems, which were sung, 
were further rendered into gesture (Abhinaya). Abhinavagupta mentions 
the Raghavavijaya which was sung all through in Takka Raga and the Maricha
vadha in Kakubha Raga. From these developed the Chitra-raga-kavya which 
employed different Raga-s. Thus it is easy to see the link leading to the 
appearance of the Gita-govinda of Jayadeva which is at once a masterpiece 
of poetry, music, dance and religious mysticism. The Gita-govinda stands 
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out as a landmark, the great divide between the earlier and the later ages of 
our music; and all the later music and dance, and compositions take their 
inspiration directly from Jayadeva . Several compositions in Sanskrit on 
the model of the Gita-govinda were produced in large numbers all over the 
country and to this day, as I have shown elsewhere.l 1 a few of the South 
Indian productions of this class still enjoy vogue in concerts . In Orissa, 
particularly, where the arts of music and dance were kept alive in the later 
centuries and the momentum given by the Gita-govinda was in force for a 
long time, two types of story-compositions in music were produced in an 
appreciable number, adopting both modes, Prabandha-s in different Raga-s 
and those in a single Raga, the Shuddha Prabandha and the Sutra Prabandha; 

several of these are known from the Sanskrit music texts written by King 
Narayana of Parlakhimudi and the poets and musicians attached to his 
court _l 2 In South India, Sanskrit music compositions on the model of the 
Gita-govinda (for example, the Krishna/ilatarangini of Narayana Tirtha) form 
part of the heritage of the modern singer. In Kerala Krishna Giti or Krishnat
tam, a composition of the Zomorin of Calicut, Manaveda, on the ·model of 
the Gita-govinda, was the forerunner of modern Kathakali . In the field of 
Karnatic music of the modern period, there has been a galaxy of Sanskrit 
composers. Of the great music Trinity, Muttusvami Dikshitar composed 
his Kirtana-s, with th~ exception of just a few, in Sanskrit . Even the great 
Tyagaraja, whose medium was Telugu, handled Sanskrit in many of his 
pieces. 13 It was from the original Sanskrit medium that the third member of 
the Trinity, Shyama Shastri, switched over to Telugu. Before them there 
was the pioneer Margadarshi Sheshayyangar and just after them, their 
younger contemporary, the prolific royal composer of Travancore, Shri 
Svati Tirunal. 

The history of Sanskrit music composition is not exhausted by this . 

The Prabandha chapter of every work of Indian music reveals to us the large 
variety of compositions that existed . The Prabandha chapters describe a 
very large spectrum of songs in Sanskrit as well as in the Prakrit and local 
languages . The structure and the components of each of these compositions 
are analysed and set forth in great detail in the Prabandha chapters of the 
treatises in music . The occurrence among these numerous varieties of com
position of names of Sanskrit metres reminds us that, apart from several 
metres of a prominently rhythmic character (which openly invite one to 
sing them), Sanskrit poetry and all its metres, and even prose (Gadya), 

counted in the above-mentioned treatises as a variety of Prabandha, to be 
always sung in specific tunes, if not in full Raga-s . 14 Sanskrit, the language 
itself, is rich in musical character, and there are possibilities for sonorous or 
mellifluous effects. 

This brings us to the Sanskrit drama, which, as I have shown in my 
study on Music in Ancient Indian Drama, 15 was produced with music, of 
both voice and instruments, and dance . In addition to the verses of the play, 
which were sung and rendered in gesture, 16 complete musical scores were 
composed by stage-musicians, which included songs in Prakrit called Dhruva-s 

for Entry, Exit etc ., and instrumentation for the diverse movements of the 
characters . In addition, music and dance were also introduced as motifs, 
forming part of the plot, as in Malavikagnimitra and Nagananda. In the sculp-
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tures and in museum collections (in the Anthropological sections), we do 
find a wealth of Indian musical instruments . But a description of these instru
ments and their structure and play ing, as also of some instruments not 
traceable, is to be found in the Vadya-chapters of the music treatises . In 
addition to the above subjects, these works also devoted attention to various 
types of musicians and their equipment; to the composer and his qualifications; 
to the voice and its qualities; to the merits and the flaws to be detected in s ing
ing; to the aesthetics and norms of appreciation of music. 

While all this represents textual study, it can be checked and com

pleted by contextual stud ies, that is by the references to and descriptions 
of music in different contexts in Sanskrit literature. The Veda-s themselves, 
apart from the evidence of the Samaveda, refer to several music instruments, 
string and percussion, and of the former, to several varieties. The leading 
Vedic institution of Sacrifice, like the Ashvamedha, had music as part of the 
ritual. Two Brahmans played on the Vina and, as entertainment and edifi
cation for the large concourse of people that gathered , epic rhapsodies were 
recited to the accompaniment of the Vina by the Suta-s and Kush i lava-s, 
as in the case of Rama's Ashvamedha and the Ramayana. In the Ramayana, 
we are told that the epic was sung to the seven Jati-s and to the accompani
ment of the Vina. [Valmiki Ramayana, I. 4 .8.] Among other references to 
music in the epic, those mentioning different kinds of Vinas 17 and drums, 
in the description of Ravana's Puspaka and his harem (in the Sundarkanda), 
are important . In the Purana-s , textual and contextual accounts of music 
occur .I B. Technical treatises like the Arthashastra and the Kamasutra refer 
to musicians and dancers and their shows on the stage and the occasions 
for their employment are to be met with . But it is in classical Sanskrit poetry, 
prose, Champu, drama and story (Katha) that we have the most interesting 
and valuable side-lights on the art . Let us start with Kalidasa . Without con
sidering for the time being the allied arts of dance and drama, let us con
centrate on the data bearing on music as expressed in his poems and plays . 

Flute 

We begin with this wind instrument, which appears to be the most 
ancient and one directly related to Nature and the phenomena of the wind 
blowing into caves, narrow passages and holes bored on bamboos . The flute, 
wh ich evolved from this, played an important role in the ancient phase of 
Indian music as the base or Adhara of vocal singing . It is with the notes of 
the flute that the Narada Shiksha identifies the notes of Saman-singing i .e . 
the names Prathama (First), Dvitiya (Second) etc . in terms of Madhyama, 

Gandhara etc. 

. ...... ..... ~ 

~: ~Tiimrrr !:t~ii: ~ erum:roe~: ~ere 1 

~l ~~: ~ m;:mHQ:aT~~tt+r: ~~({: II ~II 

[ Narada Shiksha, I . V . I.] 

The flute supplied the pitch note to which the human voice sang, that is it 
performed the function of the drone or Shruti, a role which in later times was 
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taken over by the stringed instrument, the tanpura. This role of the w ind 
instrument is borne out . by descriptions in Kalidasa 's poems . In the Kumara
sambhava, Kalidasa says that the wind which blew from the mouths of the 
caves and filled the holes of bamboos bored by bees supplied the Tana or 
Sthana for the Kinnara-s who wanted to sing: 

~: '{~~~T=;::f~~;:~+r~Trfo=«r~@(~if ~~~~Ut rr I 

~~~olm~Rr ~~rurr art:r!:l~~eJm;:fr:rll;=gi{_ II ~II 

[ Kumarasambhava, 1.8] 

It may be noted that Kalidasa's text has used (for the sound of the flute in 
this role) the term Tana, which has the other reading Sthana in another manus
cript . Both these are, however, correct in the context . Tana is used by authori
ties in this field . in the sense of the Amsha-swara of the Raga and also as the 
act of supplying on the flute the note which the singer takesl9 . Sthana is of 
course more explicit and is authenticated by other references as well, which 
have a bearing on this point. In the Raghuvamsha, Kalidasa gives a more 
specific description of the bored bamboos filled with wind, discharging the 
function of the flute ( Vamsha-krtya) for the Vanade vata-s who were s inging 
Dilipa 's fame in the bowers of the forest : 

" ~ ~ ~ ~ r-.... r--._. 

~ ~=;::f~J:JT<Rf'{UJ~;:~: ~~T{k < TQ'Tl~('fq~~~i{_ I 
~~let' ~~~ ?:1"~: ~~~~~m•i qif~;:rmfu: II ~ ~ II 

[ Raghuvamsha, II, 1 2] 

The Vamsha-krtya or the role of the flute is , among other th ings, to give 
the Sthana or pitch to the singer . 

[Sangita Ratnakara, VI, 664] 

And Bharata also says : 

t t JTT('fT ~et'~ lf=;;;~q_ (i ~ ~~if q-~ I 
=:rrrffdurir::rrlifT'ifctT+rlq- : !:f::U~a- II ~ ~II 

[ Natya Shastra, XXX.II ] 

Kalidasa's description of the wind blowing at the mouth of the cave 
a s providing the Tana or Sthana for the singing of the Kinnar a-s, is after 
a simila r description in the Ramayana. Valmiki says, in the course of his 
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description of the Pampa lake and the forest on its banks, that the wind 
blowing from the caves and into them, along with the warblings of the cuckoos, 
seems to provide the music for the dances of the trees . 

[Valmiki Ramayana, IV. 1-15.] 

Commenting on this, Udali Varadaraja says that the comparison meant 
here is between the wind and the dance-master who is teaching dance (Nat
tuvanar) and adds. that the cave and the wind emerging from it supply the 
music of the Mukha-vadya. 20 

The two prose works of Sana, universal in their sweep, have naturally 
noteworthy musical material. In the Kadambari, the poet tells us in his des
cription of the mansion of Kadambari that a Kinnara couple with two flutes, 

which hummed sweetly like bees, supplied the Tana or the Sthana to the 
daughter of Narada, who was reading musically the Mahabharata before 

Kadambari . 

,....... ...... ,......,_ ,......... ........ 

~ ~~qrcf~ l'fi~(l;}~ 

li"f!'fi<li'f!<T+"?;Jf cl~T+7.~T ?.. ~ otif (~fir) 
~~~~ ~ ~ 
'fic:51aRr ~~T ifl<~{Sn ~J:Jlif :q 

(" ,... r-.. -..... 

~;t~~~~T~ Ji~T+fHo ~Tef~Tif~ 

( KadambariJ 

In Ucchvasa 3 of his historical work Harshacharita, Sana in the prelude to 
his account of King Harshavardhana and his ancestors, introduces the 
description of a day in the life of the Brahmins of the Agrahara and the 
daily routine in Sana 's own home. It was the practice in the afternoons to 
have the /tihasa or Purana read out by one gifted in music. In a picturesque 
description of this routine, Sana says that Sudrishti, the reader of the manu
script, came, sat and took up from the book-rest the portion of the manu
script which was to be recited, and behind and close to him sat two flutists, 

appropriately called Madhukara and Paravata (Bee and Dove). well-known 
for their humming and cooing, giving the reciter Sudrishti the tonic note on 
which he was to recite . 

'l"'~a: ~;ft~~~~r+qt ~<qr<tqffi+"?;JT ?..~ ~~ ••• 
~Ji~~"f!i:<T~qt:J:J;JTt~ ~OTT lTl~T 1lefJ:JT;rs:fl:ffi 

~ToT qq"T~ I 

[ Harshacharita, Ucchvasa 3.] 
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As Sudrishti was thus reading the Vayupurana with sweet graces, 
the minstrel, Suchibana, who was sitting nearby, sang two Arya-verses in a 
voice which was in a high pitch but sweet. The word used in this description 
without any variant is Sthanaka. Damodaragupta, Minister to Jayapida 
of Kashmir, in his Kuttanimata, (which is a mine of information on the condi
tion of the arts and related subjects in that part of the country and during 
that period) provides us with a unique description of the enactment of the 
play Ratnavali of King Harsha . The description progresses step by step from the 
very beginning and is the sole graphic description of an actual performance 
of a Sanskrit drama found in a non-technical work. It speaks of the flutist 
as giving the start to the music with the supply of the Sthanaka or the Shruti: 

;rif?il"h~+t~:~:no::r"fi~~fu~q~i:f ~+~ 1 
m~~"'P-1Cf8'T~ W:q;fr~[urro=Cf{s~~q_ ~;;fi ~~~~~~~ 

[ Kuttanimata, 881] 

In the above line in the Kuttanimata, it is said that with the singing 
of the melody Bhinnapanchama, the Sutradhara entered . If we turn to 
Matanga's BrihaddeshJ~ we find Bhinnapanchama as the Raga for the entry 
of the Sutradhara, that it has Dha as its Amsha, Panchama as its end-note 
(the Nyasa), and that it belongs to the Madhyama-grama. 

[ Brihaddeshi, TSS, p . 89] 

It may be noted that Matanga is mentioned in the Kuttanimata (877) as 
an expert in the art of the flute; but unfortunately we do not have the full text 
of Matanga's work. 

Another reference to the flute giving the Sthanaka is in the des
cription of the performance of the Gondali-dance in the Sangita Ratnakara : 

The flute, as an accompaniment in drama and in vocal music, is referred 
to in technical literature as well as in the tradition of these arts as practised 
right down to modern times . Although we have stories of the independent 
music of the flute (for instance, in the Krishna legend) till very recently 
the flute played a subsidiary role in concerts. In fact, it is by long cultiva
tion and perfection that an instrument reaches a height of artistic excellence 
in the hands of some performer of genius and through him attains the status 
of an independent concert instrument . It may be noted that Sana always 
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refers to two flutes for the drone, a practice which survives in the two tan
puras used by North Indian musicians. 

In an instrumental ensemble, the flute, with its high pitch, dominates 
and leads as it were. Poet Magha refers· to this in his poem Shishu
palavadha, using it as a comparison for the victorious overlord surrounded 
by his vassals. 

. -....-... -... 
3l~~Cflt=.Q~liRC£m:':l:T~~ ~~T: I 
r--.. r-.. "' ....... (:' r""-. ,......, 0 

TCfl~ill'lT;;r'«<~: ~~T1;:o ql~CfROTJI.. ll~o II 

[Shishupalavadha, II. 90] 

There is one more context in Sana's Harshacharita, describing 
music as such, as accompanied by the flute (Vamshanugam). The verse 
is worth noting for the technical terms of music occurring there. 

[Harshacharita, Ucchvasa 3] 

The verse speaks of the ong1n of music from Shrikantha or Shiva and as 
part of the tradition promulgated by sage Bharata. It is free from Vivadi
dosha among the Svara-s and its Karana-s are clear (Sphutakarana). Here 
the expression Sphutakarana is from the Natya Shastra. 

,.... . . ~ 
~JI'lfO'?l'CfqHOT~o ~V-!.lfrl~efi~OTT~ :q;:r I 
~ -.. 
rr~~ :q ~n~~ :q +r~Cf'l;llor~ oGffoJI.. 11 ~ ~\911 

[Natya Shastra, XXXIV. 137] 

Karana is one of the four Dhatu-s or modes of playing on the stringed (or 
percussion) instrument and is itself of six kinds (Natya Shastra, XXXI; 
Sangita Ratnakara, VI) . There is a further use of the term Karana in the Tala 
Chapter XXXIV of Bharata which refers to the sound-syllables of the per
cussion instruments, the Sol or Bol; and the recital of these by word of 
mouth is called Vak-karana, or Konippu or Konnakkol as it is called in 

Karnatic music. 

Vina 

There are several references in Kalidasa to the stringed instrument, 
Vina . The most memorable picture is that of the forlorn wife of the Yaksha 
(in Alaka) in the Meghaduta . In a series of descriptions the Yaksha tells 
the cloud of the different ways in which his wife must be spending the period 
of their separation . The cloud, at the time of its arrival, might see her in any 
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one of these different occupations. Then Kalidasa has this portrait of the 
Yaksha's wife with a Vina on her lap and eager to sing a song composed 
by her on the Yaksha . 

~~ ;:n J:l~ifq~ ~~+~ M~C'!f cfturt 
J:fi(_fliSIIt ~d~(l~ iP.J~~Tg~J:IT 

n 1 ~ " ·" €1~'51 <I~ ;p;J~~n~: ~TU'!f(qt ~m-:;:r-

~ ~: ~~~ ~~t ~~(""..at 11~~11 

[Meghaduta, 83] 

The second half of the verse deserves the notice of one interested in the 
structure of this stringed instrument. The poet reveals that as the lady 
started singing each line, tears streamed forth from her eyes and drenched 
the strings of the Vina, so that she had to re-arrange the Me/a of the strings , 
which had been disturbed. This suggests an important feature of the struc
ture of the ancient Vina: it had an open string-board, or one without any 
fixed frets, as some of our stringed instruments continue to have even today; 
and every time a new Raga was to be played, the Me/a or the Sarana 
appropriate to the Raga had to be done. 

Drum 

Not less important are Kalidasa's references to the drum: Pataha, 
Mridanga or Pushkara. In the Meghaduta, the Cloud is asked to wait at Ujjain 

till evening when, with its rumbling, it can provide the drum (Pataha)
accompaniment for the evening service of Shiva Mahakala: 

(' • r-.... • ,......._ " 
~q;:~'l:."'!fl~Q"~aT ~~if: ':i:(i51~'1Ffl-

J:ITJ:I~OlT ~~fe:r~~ ~~?.Jir il~ffii'fT~ ll~'dll 

[Meghaduta, 34] 

The Pataha was of two kinds, Marga and Desh1~ and played by hand and 
stick. The rhythm-syllables (Pata-s) of the Pataha were deemed to have 
come forth from the five faces of Shiva and promulgated by Nandikeshvara . 
(See Chapter Six on Vadya in the Sang ita Ratnakara). 

The comparison of the rumbling of the clouds with the deep sounds 
of the Mridanga occurs frequently in the works of Kalidasa. In the Megha
duta again the poet asks the Cloud to supply the drum-accompaniment to 
the dance of Shiva. 

[Meghaduta, 56] 
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[Meghaduta, 64.] • 

In the Ma/avikagnimitra (1.21) where the drum is sounded as a pre
liminary to the dance of Malavika, Kalidasa has a description of the Pushkara, 
embodying some of the technical terms of the playing and the sound of the 
drum. Here, too, he refers to the sound of the drum as Nirhradi, as pro
duced by the Madhyama-svara and technically one of the three Marjana-s 
known by the name of Mayuri, the full meaning of all of which will be 
clear to those who have studied Chapter XXXIV (on the drum) of Sharata's 
Natya Shastra. The Pushkara-drum refers to the one having three faces 
and is, therefore, called Tri-pushkara. The central face was tuned to 
Madhyama, the left to Gandhara and the right to Shadja. The Mayuri, for 
which the notes of the three faces are thus tuned, belongs to Madhyama
grama which is, according to Sharata, the Grama proper for the opening 
of a dance or drama. The other two Marjana-s are called Ardhamayuri 
and Karmaravi (Natya Shastra, XXXIV. 118-123). The comparison with 
the rumbling of the clouds will also yield further meaning when we find 
Sharata mentioning clouds in different stages of density and action. Ac
cording to Bharata, the three faces of the Pushkara were similar in sound 
to three kinds of clouds called Vidyujjihva, Airavana and Kikila or Kokila 
(Natya Shastra, XXXIV. 287-9) . Apparently this seems to be a poetic 
description; nevertheless these verses of Kalidasa contain technical and 
artistic information, which is evident to the knowledgeable reader. 

When the drum is played solo, and not as an accompaniment to vocal 
singing, the procedure is called Shushka; when it accompanies singing, the 
procedure is called Gitanuga. Kalidasa uses the word Gitanuga in the 
Raghuvamsha (XVI. 64) . 

ffi~~~etflfi!r~wT~: Sl~~~fi!r~~ I 
~ Et'{~Jfa" (~ftR=ti rfut~ Cftltat~«·ii4TU'I_ II 

In Kumarasambhava (VI. 40). he mentions the Karana-s which refer to certain 
kinds of playing on the drum or other instruments, as has been indicated 
above in the references from Sana. 

In my article, 'Why is the Mridanga so called?' I had drawn attention 
to Sharata referring to the application of soft dark mud to the faces of the 
Pushkara and the practice of applying thick dark material to the centre of 
the right face of the present Mridanga of the south. Sana mentions in his 
Kadambari to an application, which is fresh and still moist: 

This must refer to the flour paste which is applied, at the time of playing, 
to the left face of the Mridanga. This is what is referred to in the well-known 
anonymous Subhashita as Pinda: 

...... ,..... . 
3li[f WliT~~~ ~~?:f ~~ <q I . ...... . 
~~~fl~ NU~ ~TCfw:J:J~~'1"UJ'I_ II 
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On the subject of compositions, Kalidasa's description contains 
information which could be collated with what the technical texts say. Pada 
is the name that he applies to the composition in the Meghaduta verse 
referred to above. This ancient name continues to this day . In the Kumara
sambhava he uses the terms Varna ~Q"l~ef"OT "CC'Ra (V. 56) to refer to 
the Kinnari-s singing the glory of Shiva . The same Varna is used in the song 
of Hamsapadika in the opening of Act Five of the Abhijnanashakuntala. 
The poet says, in this latter context, that Hamsapadika was practising 
Varna and singing Svara to the composition, all of which she was doing with 
sweetness and clarity.: 

,......_ ,.......... . ........ ........ 

<ii~~'#:l'!41 .-rra: ;p.:r{~ll: ~~ 1 
miJ a:;r~q-(ft ~e-qR_ "fiT eru{Qft:q~ <ii~Tffrfu' I 

[ Abhijnanashakuntala, Act V] 

The Varna is a major term which has diverse but related meanings that 
developed during the long history of the art . According to its oldest defi
nition, Varna, as such, is the singing of four kinds of the Svara-s; steady, 
ascending, descending and involving all the movements, Sthayin, Arohin, 
Avarohin and Sancharin (Natya Shastra, XXIX . 14-1 7) . It is the whole act 
of singing, Ganakriya. From Kalidasa's expressions here, Varna-parichaya 
and Svara-samyoga, scholars who had commented on this context had 
assumed that the poet was speaking of the singer practising Svara-s in 
single progression or in two-s, three-s and so on,- a practice which has 
come to be called Sarali or Svarava/i, Janta-varishai and so on. But the poet 
says that Hamsapadika sang a song and that her singing overflowed with 
melody . 

U~-3m Ullqfterrftii'T ~lfu: ! 
It is also stated here that she sang the Giti which has been interpreted by 
commentators like Raghava Bhatta as one of the five kinds of Gita-s or songs, 
the type called Shuddha, because the poet qualifies it as Ka!avishuddhaya 
giteh. If the song-type called Shuddha gita is meant here, the word Shuddha, 
not Vi-shuddha, and that, too, without the further adjective Kala, ought to 
have been used. Apart from this it is the song-text and its meaning that 
are especially significant in the context, since the king surmises from it 
her legitimate grievance: he says that through the imagery of the bee seeking 
fresh honey, she has administered a rebuke to him. Therefore the point is 
not the singing of the Svara-s. What the poet means by Varna and Svara

samyoga is simply 'singing' . It is not possible to say that the singing of 
s _vara-s or their practice is flowing with the Raga and that this affects the 
kmg and awakens bygone and slumbering impressions in his subconscious. 

We stated in the beginning that the Raga was most important in our 
music . Even as the Nati was singing a song on the summer season in the 
prelude to the A b htjna nasha kuntala- a beautiful piece of poetry on that 
season- Kalidasa observes that it is the Raga of the singing that made the 
Whole audience sit absorbed like figures drawn in a picture. 

atit ~llii4'#:M"d'[Rr~T~fu«< ~er ~~~ ~~: 1 
[Abhijnanashakunta!a, I. 4/5] 
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The Sutradhara 's further observation on this song indicates that it is the 

Raga that carries him away by force . 

In the song of Hamsapadika, already referred to, although it was clearly 
the symbolic meaning of the song that carries dramatic relevance, King 
Dushyanta, who hears it, says that he is affected by the flow of the melody 
of the Raga. 

[Ibid., 1/2] 

We also know from Kalidasa how music was harnessed to drama. In 
the Kumarasambhava, on the occasion of the marriage of the divine couple, 

the Apsarasas produced a play in the Lasya-dance style and the poet 
says there that different Raga-s were handled to suit the different Rasa-s. 

[Kumarasambhava, VII. 91 ] 

As the theme takes fresh turns and develops at each of the five 
junctures (Sandhi-s) of the plot, the tempo or style of presentation (Vritti) 

changes; the Vritti, referred to here, being Bharati, Kaishiki, Arabhati and 
Sattvati. Similarly when the course of emotion also varies, Raga-s suitable 
to the situation should be used . (I have dealt with this subject of Rasa-s and 
Raga-s in my paper on 'Music in Ancient Indian Theatre', already referred 

to.) 

In the light of what history reveals about the concept of Raga, it is 
significant to note that the concept of Raga had come into its own in Kali
dasa's times, as is clear from the above descriptions of Raga by the poet . 
Indeed he refers in the Kumarasambhava to a particular Raga called 
Kaishika , which was an auspicious one sung at dawn . The Kinnara-s are said 

to wake up Shiva with this Raga : 

[Kumarasambhava, VIII. 85 ] 
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Although Kaishika was also the name of a Jati, it is the Raga of that name 
that Kalidasa refers to here . Perhaps it is this Raga which is mentioned in 
Shudraka's Bhana (the Padmaprabhrtaka) as a synonym for wailing: 

Evidently the Kaishika must have been a very plaintive Raga. The singer 
of the Raga in the Bhana is a lady separated from her beloved . 

About Svara we may also note an important reference that occurs 
in Raghuvamsha, where King Dilipa and his Queen on their way to Vasishtha's 
ashrama are familiar with the association of the · seven notes with different 
birds and animals and the peacock is associated with the Shadja note: 

~~ R~~ er~fu me« ~-.r~a :q~ 1 

With reference to this Kalidasa says that the Keka of the peacocks sounded 
the Shadja of a two-fold character . 

[ Raghuvamsha, I. 39 ) 

Of the seven notes, it is well-known that the Shadja and the Panchama are 
constant, while the other five have Vikriti-s or varieties. However it should 
be noted that the Svara represents a range or an interval between two points 
and that the point just below which leads on to a note could also be designated 
by the same name, but with a qualification about its being in the place just 
next, below it . In this manner in the ancient nomenclature, the Kakali
variety of the Nishada was called Chyuta Shadja and Sa itself Achyuta 
Shadja . This is the meaning of the two-fold Sa mentioned by Kalidasa. 

In Act II of the Ma!avikagnimitra, the poet features the dance recital 
of Malavika as part of the plot . The context is of great significance for dance 
and its criticism but it has also certain points of interest to music. We have 
already noted the importance of the Pushkara-drum and its playing as a 
prelude to the performance. Before Malavika begins to dance she sings 
(upaganamkritva). which shows that all dancers sang the pieces which they 

danced. Already composers of songs, and especially for dance, were known, 
for Kalidasa mentions the song to be rendered by Malavika as the composi
tion of Sharmishtha . The song had four themes (Chatushpada) or sections 
of the text (Vastu), and the song was set in medium tempo, Laya-madhya; 
it was its fourth Vastu that was sung and danced to. 

In the last canto of his Raghuvamsha, Kalidasa describes the 
pleasure-loving King Agnivarna as proficient in music and dance. Here 
Kalidasa mentions the Vallaki (Vina) held on the lap (Ankya) (XIX. 1 3); he 
refers to the Pushkara drum with which the king accompanied the female 
dancers, checking them when they faltered (19) and female artistes playing 
the flute and Vina (35). 

A great deal of interesting data about dance could also be gleaned 
from the works of Kalidasa which are a fine synthesis of all that was best in 
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Indian thought and culture . Besides, all this knovvledge emerges effort
lessly in his poetry . 

Ashvaghosa, although by tradition reported to have been qualified 
in music, offers in his tvvo Kavya-s, the Buddhacharita and the Saundar
ananda, only a moderate amount of music material, and mostly of a gene
ral nature. Next to Kalidasa the most interesting vvriter (in the context 
of our subject) is Shudraka, the author of the Mrichchhakatika. Shudraka 's 
versatility is in perfect consonance vvith the variety and richness of his 
theme and the society and characters vvhich he handles. His hero Charudatta 
vvas endovved vvith artistic accomplishments and vvas a connoisseur of music. 
Here vve shall confine ourselves to tvvo references. In Act Three of the play, 
Charudatta is seen returning after a concert of the musician Rebhila. Rebhila 
sang to the accompaniment of a Vina, vvhich Charudatta describes as a 
precious jevvel and an incomparable companion to man or vvoman, vvhether 
in union or separation. 

T-frf;~:n:- a:rif, BT~ BT~ ~fu~t=r rflaJ£,! ~TOTT f{ 
...... ...... . 

ifTJ:JTB !!~ m~o ~~if_ I ~a:, 

...... 
~i="f.TUOO~ i[~~r~~OTT ~~T 

~~a~~~~~ l:l';:ru f;r;:JT~: 1 . ,....... ,....... . 
B~.lTQ'iH Tl:l'~a+JT fq{~[T~fOTT 

~q:a~ {lfT'l~T~=:f;{: !:I'Ht~: II~~~ 

[Mrichchhakatika, Act 3.] 

The Vidushaka, echoing a sentiment expressed by Bharata himself, inter
rupts and says that it is difficult to find svveetness in the music of a male 
singer, inferring it to be the exclusive province of vvoman. He says: 

ler't'l"fi:- +J+J at;:r~+!ITJt;:r f[l~ ~T~ - f&m 
~~'!ia- qo;:~r,+J~~ur :q ;:Jil;;F,~ n~ar 1 

This reminds us of Bharata: 

m~ur g; ~~t~ ~rotr rrfii ;;rurr :q 'lTo;;rfen~: 1 
murt ~~T;:r+J~{: Cfiui'f ~urt ~~ej T-1 II 

~{q ~~if rrrma ~'l~Tii g ~onq(fi{'_ I 
OOJ~{m:o: w.rlrr: outfit w:r ~@Ttlit ~~na- II 

[Ibid.] 

[Natya Shastra, XXXIII. 5 & 6] 

There is no apasvara vvhen vvomen sing and the svveetness of the music they 

create is inaccessible to male singers . 
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a1~m ~~~ ~urr iTtt=rcrru~~~~ 1 
"' ~ ·~ ...... r"'.. r".. 

if ~ oq:_ ~UTJ:{l:?!~ !!~'Sf~ m:::p;~ II 

[Natya Shastra, Kash i ed ition, p . 428] 

But Charudatta reiterates : "Friend, Rebhila did sing exceedingly well , al
though you do not seem to be satisfied . His music was full of melody, 

sweet, even, clear, full of feeling, with flourishes ; it was captivating . Why add 
anything more? I think a woman was concealed within Rebhila . The passing 
from note to note, the softness of the enunciation, the cohesion with the sound 
of the strings, the variations of the Svara patterns quite within the range of the 
phases of the Raga, soft at the finish even when reaching the upper octave, 
with delightful flourishes and yet restrained and with due emphasis on the 
Raga brought out by repetitions- indeed, even after the concert is over, 
I feel I am listening to it even as 1 walk". We have here an example of music 
criticism or appreciation, like the one on the Raga in the Abhijnanashakuntala. 

~::ffi ~ ifTJ:{ "'f~/ ~ ~~ ~~ :q 
,......_ • r--... • -... • 

41Tern;:;:ra- :q ~Ti?-o :q J:{ifTtf l:: :q 1 
N ~ (" ,-... ~ ~ 

T~ et"T !t~~;:r:q;:r;:r~n:rJ:{~:qj-
r--.r r-.. -.... r" -.... r-... -.... 

~;:aurar ~~~ ~;:rn:Tifoto ";:-q- IIYII 

(f o~ ~~H~~;f "'l~liT~: ~1! :q a-;:·3{T~ij 
~ ,.... ~ • • r-... ...... 

CfUTTilTJ:{Tq ~rflO:O~lTO ffi~ Tef{JJ:f ~~I 
....... . ,......... . ,......,_ _ r--... t'..• 

tr~~mR"f !!il~"<l ~•~a- ~mrn:~~TRa 
~~a?l ~~a-sfi:r rfur~~ iT~;JTT'ir ~uermer 11~11 

[ Mrichchhakatika, Ill. 4 & 5 ] 

The qualities Sa m a and Ra kta occur in Bharat a (Na tya Shastra XXIV . 1 83) 
and Rakt1 · · ' 

IS also ment1oned by Kalidasa. 

. Charudatta was not just a pass ive connoisseur of music; he was an 
actl~e participant in the art in all its aspects. When Sharvilaka, who had 
?ultlvated theft as an art, breaks into Charudatta 's house, he sees the music 
Instruments lying there and exclaims that he has come to a musician's house. 
Hem t· · 

en Ions here the Mndanga, Dardura, Panava three kinds of drums, the v · , 
Ina and several flutes (Mrichchhakatika , 111. 18- 1 9) . 

. The second reference in the Mrichchhakatika occurs in the conclud
Ing verse of Act Five. It is late evening on a rainy day . Vasantasena had called 
on Charudatta and as the two were moving into the house from the garden 
the rain falls on d "ff t k" d f . . ' I eren 1n s o surfaces, producmg a vanety of sound ef-
fect s . Charudatta, connoisseur that he was, he captured all these marvel-
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lously in verse. He compares the rich sharps and flats and the rhythms of 
the showers to the playing of stringed instruments, as in the fast tempo 
called Druta Tana in the South and Jhala and Jod in the North. 

[ Mrichchhakatika, V. 52 ] 

King Harsha opens the play Ratnavali with the spring festival and the 
Charchari and Dvipadi Khanda songs sung and danced by women-folk. In 
his Nagananda, Harsha has the hero and heroine meet in an ashrama, the 
music of the Vina played by the heroine being the cause . In this opening 
scene, the author has the hero speak two verses and some prose of appreci
ation of the music in which some of the technical terms of Vina-playing occur: 
Sthana (the three places of articulation nabh1~ hrit and kantha), Gamaka 
(graces), the lower and higher registers, Mandra and Tara, the softness of 
the playing and its sweetness . The Nayika was singing and also playing on 

the Vina and, therefore, the clarity and the grace of the enunciation of the 
words of the song are also referred to . 

. ,......._ . . 
~Tif!:fTC~l ~~if !F-fil~oiJ+t<iiT +:r~atr~et~ll 
,........ ~ r-.. r-.... r...... ,......._ r-.. -...-.... " ....... • 

Tif~TT~T T~:r.:rl T+tl~o+:fT(;H;aifet anJT~ifif I 
...... ,...... ..... • r-.... 

n:t'f ~at~a~T~W'lcH'!OT<ii·~M..,.:;:]~~~~ T~+~ 
- r-.... r-.. • " (' ,....._ 
-:.:..:m~~TWT: ~{~"f: ~V-~T~o'l~ iJT(H:JT;;n~ II 

[ Nagananda, I. 1 2] 

The hero observes further that as the strings are lightly touched, 
their sound is not clear enough; the singing, too, is kaka/i-pradhana, it must 
be a woman who is singing : 

Kakali here is taken by one commentator as Kakali Nishada but it may also 
mean just sweet and minute (Kala-sukshma). 

In the next verse of appreciation, more technical terms of Vina-play
ing are used:Vyanjana-dhatu of ten kinds, the three !aya-s, the three Yati-s, 
and the three forms of playing called Tattva, Ogha and Anugata. 

f'. ~ "' -... 
:::~rm:::~~Of.._ll!Jifl q~r-:l ... li=JTC~-=;f ~.._lT!!ifT 
,......._ -..... ,........_ r-..,..... ,....., • 
T.:J~ql!T ~o+:f't~~T+;:ro'll<l:;:;;:}~l~.._ll~ ~~:I 

nt~:;:;~!:f~~T: ~itut ~;:r?;Jffil~TSN ~~:nf~rtr-
~ ,......, ..... " t 

~~o:t"T'm~iJaT~ CTT'rrTCT~~: ~+~<f?I"~T ~T'!iJol: II 

[ Nagananda, I . 1 5] 
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Ohatu is the name of the Svara-s as they emerge through particular kinds 

of finger strokes (prahara-s) on the strings . These are of four main kinds, 
each of which has many sub-varieties. The fourth Dhatu is Vyanjana which 
is of ten kinds: Pushpa, Kala, Tala, Bindu, Repha, Nisvanita, Nishkotita, 
Unmrishta, Avamrishta and Nibandhana . The three Yati-s are : Sama, Sro

togata and Gopuccha. The first is of even tempo all through, whether the tempo 
is slow, medium or fast; the other two result from different kinds of variations 
of the tempo and their names speak for themselves. Srotogata indicates a 
sequence of slow, medium and fast or slow, fast and medium and Gopuccha 

refers to one in which the last is always slow. The three methods of playing 
referred to at the end are Tattva, Anugata and Ogha. The first in appropriate 
in the slow tempo, the second in the medium and the third in the fast . The first 

brings out exactly the features of what is sung, the Tala, the words etc ., that 
is an underlining of the song in every one of its aspects; Anugata, as its name 
suggests, means following the song (the Gitanuga mentioned already), with 
pauses, as in the singing; Ogha means the overriding play of the instrument 
or the independent playing after the singing stops, both of which display all 
the skill of the player, comparable to the opportunity for solo (Tani Avarta 

playing) given to the accompanists today . 

The several descriptions of Vina-playing that we have referred to 
indicate that it was most common for vocal music to be sung to the accompani

ment of the Vina . 

The 1 1 th Canto of Poet Magha's Shishupalavadha describes dawn 
and Lord Krishna awakened from sleep by the minstrel. The opening verse 
of the Canto is important in the context of music. The poet describes the 
minstrel as possessed of a vo ice free from defects and endowed with posi
tive merits . The voice of a musician should be of a fine texture, audible, and 
should not lose its sweetness of tone or show any distortion when it is raised 
to a higher pitch . 

,...., "' ~ 
Wct~m~!!;:e: q~" q~~~r!'{: 

~a~'n::rirri fu~;;t'~t:Q ~Jf.. I 
....... ,....__ 

~~il~~q:jT~raT~~~~UoT: 

llRUJfuT"ia {t~r~til'elr m'el~ "~r1 

[Shishupalavadha, Xl.1 

The qualities of voice mentioned here are the same as defined by Bharata 
and the words a Fe almost identical. 

and 

~TcriT(urr)s~ ~if:~ J:J~U ~cro;..lrrt'CI'T~ I 
,......,_ -..... r.. -... • 

~~~rrt'~T~Tt:QCI' '3 til"~, ::fiUO~ ~OTT JJ~fT: II ~~II 

[ Natya Shastra, XXXI11.9 . 1 2] 
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The Raga vvhich they used for the morning song may be made out to be 

Bhinna-Shadja, in vvhich Pa and Ri vvere dropped, it vvas thus an Audava or 
pentatonic mode . The details mentioned by Magha for the notes of this Raga 
agree vvith its description in Matanga's Brihaddeshi 

[Brihaddeshi, TSS, pp.88-9 . ] 

The above description of the minstrels of the davvn is repeated by 
Bilhana in his Vikramankadevacharita (XI. 73). 

Magha, in Canto II ot his Shishupa/avadha, packs his verses vvith tech
nical ideas from different branches of knovvledge. Tvvo verses here have a bear
ing on music . One is on the dominant character of the flute-sound and has 
already been cited . The other is as follovvs : 

~ ,..... .::....... ,...... .::,. ,..... 
CfUT: CfiTCf~~ ~l~o~ ~CfU~Cf I 

-.... -.... -... r--. ,......_ 
3li=J;:ol Cfl~R~H?ll€[( ll~~~Cf lCfl'q"SfoT 111.9~11 

[ Shishupa/avadha, II. 7 2] 

This verse compares speech or vvriting to music and the infinite variations 
vvhich can be produced in both of them out of a limited number of letters and 
notes . 

The Haravijaya (K .M. 22, 1 890) of Ratnakara of Kashmir (vvho lived in 
the ninth century) is a stupendous poem and replete vvith technical terms from the 
arts of music, dance and drama. The author has a thorough knovvledge of 
Bharata's Natya Shastra. We might mention here some of the more relevant 
references to music in this vvork . These are mostly included in the de
scriptive verses through Shlesha or double entendre, and occasionally also 

directly as descriptions of music . While describing the Himalayas and the 
deer of variegated colour (Varna) there, Ratnakara introduces through 
Shlesha the musical form Varna, meaning the singing of the Svara -s, com

prising Sthayi, Arohi, Avarohi, and Sanchari, stationary, ascending, des
cending and moving in different vvays (Natya Shastra, XXIX. 14-1 6). In the 

same vvork (XV11.81 ), Ratnakara has a description of vvomen enjoying them

selves, vvhere he speaks of their singing and refers to the Mayuri Marjana, al
ready explained in the context of Kalidasa earlier on . In Canto XXVI. 84-6, 
Ratnakara describes the singing of vvomen vvith instruments, vvith the flute 
and different kinds of Vina, Val/aki, Vipanchi, Kurmi (8 7) and A/abu Vina (88) . 
In Canto XXVI. 89, the poet says that because of their intoxication, their 
articulation of the vvords in the song (Prabandha) vvas blurred or inaudible, 
vvhile the sound of their instruments vvas quite pronounced; this, he says, gave 
the effect of Shushka music . Shushka is pure instrumentation, not accom
panying vocal singing . That vvhich accompanies vocal singing is (as already 
ment·ioned by Kalidasa) called Gitanuga. Again in Canto XXXII . 73, Ratnakara 
speaks of this same instrumental display vvithout the song , Shushkam geyami-
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vaapadam. Mention of the Madhyama Grama and Raga Pauravi occurs in 
Canto XXXII. 5. Canto XL. 39 shows the poet's minute knowledge of Bharata's 
Natya Shastra ; the description of the cavalry here is given through Shlesha 

with the playing of the stringed instrument, and mentions Vistara, Kritarupa, 
Varna, Aviddha-Karana, Vyanjana, Dhatu . These terms refer to the different 
Karana-s of playing on the type of Vina known as Vipanchi (Natya Shastra 
XXIX. 11 2-1 1 6) . The Grama Raga Sauvira, with Sa as its Nyasa, is referred 
to in Canto XLIII. 50 . 

The survey could be extended not only to the works of the later 
period, but also to other forms of literature like story-telling and valuable 
data gleaned with respect to the history of the arts . For example, in seven
teenth century Tanjore, in the Sahitya Ratnakara (a biographical poem on 
King Raghunatha Nayak) by Yajnanarayana Dikshita, there is a detailed des
cription of the first Vina performance which young Raghunatha as Prince 
was asked to give in the court . 

The author was the eldest son of Govinda Dikshita, author of the 
Sangitasudha, and the elder brother and teacher of Venkatamakhin, author 
of the Chaturdandiprakashika and the 7 2-Mela Scheme. Canto VI of the 

Sahitya Ratnakara (Madras University, 1 932) describes the debut of young 
Raghunatha Nayak playing on the Vina . Verse 3 of the Canto describes the 
parts of the Vina which is the Raghunatha - m e la- Vina, whose frets were fixed 
to enable the playing of all the Raga-s, mentioned by the author's father, 
Govinda Dikshita, in the latter's Sangitasudha (Music Academy, 1 940, p. 
5, 1.65) . The parts mentioned (V.5) are Kakubha with gold-work, Upanaha, 
Pravala, Parva fixed with wax, Kolambaka tied over with cloth of variegated 
colours (V. 3) . Mention is also made of the oily substance, in this case fra
grant musk, with which the player moistens his finger-nails before and during 
playing (V. 5) . That the Vina is the Ra ghunatha - mela- Vina is again seen in the 
epithet Vividha-raga-vatim given to it in another verse (V. 6) . Prince Raghu
natha then tests each string, tightens the pegs and adjusts the Shruti- s(V . 8) . 
The first Raga he plays is Nata (V.9). The Raga is described as taking Satsh
ruti Ri and Dha, Antara Ga, Kakali Ni and the rest as Shuddha svara-s and this 
accords with what the author's father sets forth as the /akshana of Nata in his 
Sangitasudha (Chapter on Raga, 455-6) . The Prince developed the Raga, 
playing at Sa, Ma and Pa, displaying Sphurita-s, deep and sonorous (V. 11 ). 

The last was especially appreciated by the listeners . He began with Tara Sa, 

then came down to Madhya Ri, then went up to Tara Sa again, played Ta na-s, 
finishing at Tara Sa (V . 1 5). The next verse describes the Tana beginning with 
Madhya Pa and ending with Madhya Sa. After one more Tana, finishing with 
Sa, the grace called Dhala, the rolling so to speak of the sound on the string, 
resembling a pearl-necklace stirring on the chest (V . 1 8) . Panchama-sthayi 
was played next and a song in honour of his father was then sung (V . 1 9) . 
The grace Kampa is mentioned in V . 22 . 

The foregoing survey will convey to the reader some idea of how 
va luabl~ Sanskrit literature is for the study of Indian Music and on how the 
scientific treatment found in the treatises on the art is supplemented by the 
s ide- lights which creative literature (in the form of poems, plays and prose 
works) sheds upon this subject . Finally, it must be emphasised that all this 
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material contained in the old treatises or in Sanskrit literature should not be 
regarded as belonging to the past and, therefore, neglected . A careful study 
of all this rich material will reveal that the ideas or concepts underlying it 
continue to this day since they are musical facts or phenomena though the 
nomenclature and the orientation have changed. Many lessons can still be 
drawn from a study of all these sour.:;es. 
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